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Press for variable element sizes

Press for variable element sizes

For the construction of walls made of
sand-lime elements, standard formats
of 1000 mm length are available. In
order to be able to build each indivi
dual wall with the required interlocking
the standard formats must be combi
ned with variable supplementary
blocks of different lengths, heights
and formats.

Practical evaluations show that cur
rently about 30% of the total output
and more must be sawn (vertical,
horizontal and gable cuts). The de
mand for supplementary blocks of
variable lengths (cap blocks) is up to
85% (based on a 12-month experi
ence made in a factory producing
variable elements).

To achieve this, already hardened
standard formats of varying wall thick
nesses must be sawn to obtain the
required length and/or shape, genera
ting enormous amounts of waste ma
terial. This waste does not only con
sume raw material but also energy
and working time.

To increase the competitiveness of
sand-lime block in comparison with
competing wall building materials and
to open up price advantages for manufacturers of sand-lime blocks LASCO
has developed a press for variable
element sizes, as an alternative to
sawing of hardened blocks.

Press for variable element sizes
The Innovation

The Benefit

The application of the press for vari
able element sizes marks the begin
ning of a new era in the production
of brickwork with sized elements.

Generally supplementary blocks can
now be pressed. The required block
sizes will directly be produced to
specification of the laying software.

In order to meet the requirements of
architects and/or constructors for a
flexible scope for the design of walls,
already hardened standard elements
only have to be sawn to shape if spe
cial requirements have to be met.

The problem of the high amount of
waste in sand-lime block plants due
to the sawing of elements will thus
be eliminated, as the supplementary
blocks will be pressed directly in the
appropriate length and wall thickness.
Cost-intensive saw-cuts of the harde
ned material will be avoided.

The problem of the
high amount of waste
due to the sawing of
elements is reduced
to minimum.

for variable element sizes) for which
LASCO has taken out a patent and
the stacking device are the special
features of the new production me
thod. The supplementary blocks can
be manufactured in four different
lengths and wall thicknesses. By shif
ting the tool the relevant standardised
length and wall thickness can be
achieved through the individual pres
sing position. After shifting, automatic
hydraulic clamping elements fix the
tool safely in the press.
An industrial robot removes the
pressed, green blocks with a recently
developed vacuum gripper plate,
rotates them by 90° and stacks them
in processing direction on the curing
wagon.

This technique allows double-row
stacking on the curing wagon which
increases output considerably
compared to single-row stacking on
the same number of carts.
In addition, the press for variable
element sizes can be integrated in
existing plants and machines can be
converted, which is another big asset
of the innovative development.

The press can be
integrated in an existing
plant. More recent
hydraulic sand-lime
block presses can be
converted.

Inside the press the sand-lime ele
ments are rotated by 90° - contrary
to the traditional production process
 i.e. they are pressed in longitudinal
direction. Consequently variable
block lengths ranging from 100 to
850 mm can be produced on demand
just by varying the filling heights. The
press control positions the ram with
high accuracy so as to reach a tole
rance of the specified block length of
± 0.2 mm.
The tool system of this innovative
machine for building materials (press

Innovation with high benefit
Considerably less waste
Maximum utilisation of the raw material
Clear improvement in the usage of energy
No waste/loss of finished products manufactured at high costs
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